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Dedication
FLORENCE "FLOSSIE" V. NUTTER JONES
(1913 - 2004)
We dedicate the Town Report to our consummate volunteer lady, Flossie
(Valley) Nutter Jones. Flossie was a member of the Kearsarge Regional School
District Board, Bradford Women's Club and Rescue Squad, Crossing Guard,
Town of Bradford Scholarship Committee, Check List Inspector and the
American Red Cross. She lived and attended school in Warner prior to moving
to Bradford. In the days of local telephone operators Flossie was an assistant
operator greeting us when making a local call. She was the Mother of three
daughters and "Den Mother" to several generations of town kids. Her many
projects included a successful World War II block party in 1945. Flossie was
skilled in cake decorating and instructed others. She taught Sunday school
classes at the Bradford Baptist Church. Flossie and her husband, Ken moved to
Arizona in 1 983 where she became involved in public service and volunteer
activities there. Her ninety years were filled with devoted care for others.
Flossie will be missed by her many friends in Bradford.
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Selectmen's Commentary
Reviewing 2004 can highlight many accomplishments. Basic town functions have been
reviewed and plans put in place to improve the general day to day operations of many different
departments.
The Board has taken advantage of services provided through our Local Government Center
fees to have risk assessment audits done on the financial departments of the town. Suggested
improvements are being implemented and the outside review has enabled the Town to save
significantly (savings of $7000 this year) on insurance costs.
Early in February 2004, the Bradford Police Department began 24 hour service with the
implementation of "On Call" coverage. Chief James Valiquet has taken steps to update the
Bradford Police Department with consolidation and replacement of unused and outdated
equipment with new uniform weapons and updated bullet proof vests.
The Jones Road Bridge is scheduled for replacement in 2006 with the final plans for the bridge
and adjacent intersection nearing completion. The problems of steep embankments and the
narrow winding nature of Center Road prompted the Board of Selectmen to commission a study
comparing the costs to widen, repair and resurface Center Road and/or Cheney Hill Road. After
a public hearing to bond this work, the decision was made to repair the drainage on Center
Road, and postpone work on Cheney Hill for the current period. This year's warrant reflects this
decision.
Other road projects before the town this year include the second layer of paving on East
Washington Road from Alder Plains Road to the bottom of Gulf Hill. Budget reclassification by
the new road agent, Steve Lucier, enabled the paving of an additional section of East
Washington Road in 2004, moving the schedule ahead on this long term improvement. It is
hoped the town will vote money to pave the second coat in 2005.
Grant money for new sidewalks is being pursued. Results of the application will not be received
until late in the fall of 2005.
In keeping with the Town's Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), the Selectmen approved a
consultation with the Local Government sponsored program to begin planning for the relocation
of several of the town facilities. Highway, Police, Fire and Town Offices are all participating in
the search. The CIP has projected new police and highway facilities for 2007/2008, but to date
no definite location or designs have been considered by the town. With increasing demands of
technology on adequate wiring, energy efficiency, security for equipment and employees,
increased life safety code requirements and ADA requirements, many of our buildings no longer
serve the town's needs. Part of our risk assessment addresses the liability incurred by
inadequate facilities. Beginning the plan now will provide the town with direction when the need
arises.
The Selectmen wish to thank all those volunteers currently serving on town committees and
boards and encourage anyone with an interest to attend and participate in your local
government. The selectmen meet twice a month and are interested in your suggestions and
comments. Budget hearings are open to the public and allow you to see first hand where your
tax dollars are spent. Planning and Zoning provide information on the future appearance and
direction of growth in Bradford. Your input can make a difference.
Town of Bradford
State of New Hampshire
Town Warrant and Minutes of the Town Meeting
The Polls open at 8:00am to 7:00pm on March 9, 2004.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Bradford in the County of Merrimack in said State
qualified to vote in town affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bradford Town Hall on West Main Street in said
Bradford on Tuesday, the ninth of March next, at eight o'clock in the morning to act on
the following Articles:
1 . To choose all necessary Town officials for the ensuing year.
Moderator
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: To modify the lot size requirement to
include actual buildable acres by modifying the definition and inserting the term
"Buildable" as follows:
A. Section 3 Article II DEFINITIONS
Add: BUILDABLE LOT- in computation of minimum lot size the Planning Board
shall exclude any portion of a lot which is subject to periodic flooding, poor
drainage, excessive ledge or other hazardous conditions
B. Section 3. Article III GENERAL PROVISIONS
I. Lot Size Regulations - Minimum lot size
Zoning District Min, Lot Size Min. Frontage
Residential Business 2 buildable acres 250 feet
Residential Rural 2 buildable acres 250 feet
Conservation 5 buildable acres 400 feet
Except that:
a) Lots on Class V roads to summer cottages, under the provisions
of RSA 231:79-81, shall have a minimum lot size often (10)
buildable acres.
Cluster Residential Development
The cluster development option shall be permitted only in the rural
residential or conservation districts on parcel often (10) buildable
acres or more.
Manufactured Housing
Manufactured housing subdivisions shall be permitted only in the
Rural Residential District on parcels of fifteen (15) buildable acres
or more.




(3) Each lot shall be a minimum of two (2) buildable acres.
2. (b) (2) Each lot shall be a minimum of five (5) buildable acres. Each
dwelling unit shall require a minimum of five (5) buildable acres.
3. (b) (1) Each lot shall be a minimum of two (2) buildable acres.
Each dwelling unit shall require a minimum of two (2) buildable
acres. YES 196 NO 114
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: To replace the current Wetlands
Ordinance with an updated Wetlands Ordinance. Both current and proposed
Wetlands Ordinances are available in the Town Hall.
YES 211 NO 84
The results of the School Ballot follow:
For Municipal Budget Committee for one year
Joseph P. Conway Jr. 266
For Moderator for one year
Daniel Coolidge 27
Article 1 . To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,259,044 for the purpose of reconstructing and constructing certain additions
to and alterations of the Kearsarge Regional High School. The foregoing to
include the acquisition of necessary equipment and furnishings of lasting
character, the payment of site development costs, architectural and other fees
and other necessary incidental expenses (the foregoing are hereinafter
collectively referred to as the "Project") such sum to be raised through the
issuance of not more than $3,259,044 by bonds or notes by the District under
and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, NH RSA 33:1 et. Seq. as
amended; to authorize the School Board to invest said sum and to use the
interest earned up to $30,000 thereon for the Project, to authorize the School
Board to obtain, accept and expend all State and other aid which may be
available for the Project and to comply with all laws applicable to the Project; to
authorize the School Board to take any other action necessary to carry out this
vote [2/3 ballot vote required.] (Recommended by School Board)(Recommended
by Municipal Budget Committee) Yes 206 No 154
Article 2. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$19,732,200 for the purpose of constructing a new centrally located Kearsarge Regional
Middle School. The foregoing to include the acquisition of necessary equipment and
furnishings of lasting character, the payment of site development costs, architectural and
other fees and other necessary incidental expenses (the foregoing are hereinafter
collectively referred to as the "Project") such sum to be raised through the issuance of
not more than $19,732,200 by bonds or notes by the District under and in compliance
with the Municipal Finance Act NH RSA 33:1 et. Seq. as amended to authorize the
School Board to invest said sum and to use the interest earned up to $173,000 thereon
for the Project; to authorize the School Board to obtain, accept and expend all State and
other aid which may be available for the Project and comply with all laws applicable to
the Project; to authorize the School Board to take any other action necessary to carry
out this vote. [2/3 ballot vote required](Recommended by School Board)(Recommended
by Municipal Budget Committee) Yes 187 No 173
Article 3. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$38,410 for the first year bond interest payment if the Kearsarge Regional High School
Reconstruction/Addition Bond issue, per Article 1, is approved. If Article 1 is not
approved, this Article is null and void. (Recommended by the School
Board)(Recommended by Municipal Budget Committee)
Yes 201 No 150
B
Article 4. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$245,253 for the first year bond interest payment if the Kearsarge Regional Middle
School Construction Bond issue, per Article 2 is approved. If Article 2 is not approved,
This Article is null and void. (Recommended by the School Board)(Recommended by
Municipal Budget Committee) Yes 189 No 162
Article 5. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate for support of
schools, the salaries of School District Officials and Agents, and to the Statutory
obligations of said District, and to authorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the State sources with other income,
the School Board to certify to the Selectmen of each of the Towns of Bradford, New
London, Newbury, Springfield, Sutton Warner and Wilmot, the amount to be raised by
taxation by said towns.
A. ($22,958,949 for the proposed Operating Budget recommended by School Board)
($22,958,949 for the proposed Operating Budget recommended by Municipal Budget
Committee) A 167 B 114
Article 6. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
seventy-five thousand dollars ($75,000) to be placed in the Special Education
Expendable Trust Fund, established in 1997 for the propose of emergency funding of
unforeseen Special Education out-of-district placement tuition incurred by the District.
(Recommended by School Board)(Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee)
Yes 208 No 140
Article 7. To see if the School District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
three-year Collective Bargaining Agreement reached between the Kearsarge Regional
School District and the Kearsarge Regional Education Association which calls for the
following increases in salaries and benefits, for the 2004-05 fiscal year, the amount of
$231,121; for the 2005-06 fiscal years, the salaries shall be indexed to the rate of
inflation within limits of 1.5% to 4.5%, resulting in the following estimated increase in
cost.
Inflation Equal or Less than 1.3% $271,792 2005-06 $285,133 2006-07
Inflation Equal or Greater than 4.5% $578,506 2005-06 $618,017 2006-07
And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $231 ,121 for the 2004-05 fiscal year,
such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and
benefits over those paid in the prior fiscal year, calculated at present staffing levels.
(Recommended by School District)(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Yes 221 No 132
Article 8. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate up to ten
thousand dollars ($10,000) for the Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1994 for the
purpose of reconstructing or adding to existing schools of the District, with such amount
to be funded from any unencumbered surplus funds remaining on hand as of June 30,
2004. (Recommended by School District)(Recommended by the Municipal Budget
Committee) Yes 228 No 128
Article 9. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
seventy-five thousand dollars ($75,000) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
established in 2000 for the purpose of roof replacement or major repair. (Recommended
by School Disthct)(Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee)
Yes 225 No 127
4. To adjourn the meeting until Wednesday, March 10, 2004 at 7:00pm at the Bradford
Elementary School on the Old Warner Road. The raising of money and remaining
articles in the Warrant to be taken up at the adjourned meeting.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,326,336 for
general municipal operations. This amount does not include funds raised in other
votes. (Majority vote required). Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
a. Executive





g. Planning & Zoning Amended to
h. General Government Buildings
i. Cemetery
j. Insurance









t. Solid Waste Collection
u. Solid Waste Disposal
v. Inoculations
w. Welfare Administration
x. Welfare Vendor Payments






































To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($2,500) for the Kearsarge Area Preschool for the school year
2004-2005. By petition. Selectmen do not recommend. Budget Committee does
not recommend. ARTICLE WITHDRAWN
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7. To see if the Town will convey three parcels (Map 13 lots 9, 10, and 17) to Michael
and Carol Andrews, for the sum of Ten Thousand dollars ($10,000), with that money
to be deposited in the Land Preservation Fund of the Bradford Conservation
Commission. By Petition. Selectmen do not recommend. Budget Committee does
not recommend. ARTICLE CARRIED
8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed Thirty Thousand
Dollars ($30,000) to be used toward the expansion of the Bradford Bog recreation
area by purchasing the Goodridge property (Map 12, Lot 17). If the property is not
acquired within three years, this appropriation will lapse. By Petition. Selectmen do
not recommend. Budget Committee does not recommend.
A motion was made to amend this down to $5,000. Motion Carried.
ARTICLE CARRIED
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand
Seven Hundred and Fifty dollars ($2,750.00) for continued operations of Bradford,
Newbury, Sutton Youth Sports. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends. ARTICLE CARRIED
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000) to be added to the Highway Department Heavy Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund. This sum is to come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount is to




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($15,000) to be placed in the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund. This sum is to
come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount is to be raised by taxation.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) to be added to the Fire Department Building Repair, Maintenance and
Improvement Capital Reserve Fund previously established. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends. ARTICLE CARRIED
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) to be added to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the Town Facilities and Buildings Capital Reserve
Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the Town Buildings Emergency Repair Fund.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
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16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000)
to be placed in the New Highway Garage Capital Reserve Fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000) to be placed in the Gravestone Repair Capital Reserve Fund.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
18. To see if the Town will vote to create a Parks and Recreation Building Fund for the
purpose of building a Gazebo or recreation building on town property approved by
the selectmen, to be funded with Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) previously raised
by the Parks and Recreation Committee and currently held in a savings account by
the Town. No money will be raised by taxation. The Selectmen are agents to
expend. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Eight
Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($5,850) for the purpose of hiring a Part time Parks and
Recreation Director. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Six
Thousand Dollars ($26,000) for road oil sealant. This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are used or on




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the Police Facility Capital Reserve Fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety Eight
Thousand Dollars ($98,000) for engineering and construction of the following
bridges. Engineering on the Jones Road Bridge of Seventy Three Thousand Dollars
($73,000) and Design and Engineering on a second bridge to be determined with the
help of the Department of Transportation of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars
($25,000). This is a non-lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are used or on December 31, 2009. Selectmen recommend.
Budget committee recommends. ARTICLE CARRIED
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Nine
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($29,500) for the purchase of a new Highway
Department One Ton Pick up Truck and Plow. Selectmen recommend. Budget
Committee recommends. ARTICLE CARRIED
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24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand
Dollars ($40,000) for the continuation of the reconstruction of East Washington
Road. This will be a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are used or on December 31, 2009. Selectmen recommend.
Budget committee recommends.
A motion was made to decrease to $25,000. Motion carried.
ARTICLE CARRIED
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Nine Thousand
Dollars ($59,000) for the purpose of repairing and repaving Center Road from the
intersection of Center Road and West Road in Old Bradford Center to the
Intersection of Cressy Road and Center Road. This is a non lapsing appropriation
pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are used or on December 31,
2009. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE NOT CARRIED
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand
Dollars ($15,000) for work on updating the Master Plan. This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are used or on
December 31 , 2009. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand
Dollars ($8,000) for the purchase of street signs. This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation to continue until the money has been used or until December 31, 2009.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) for the purpose of inspecting boats launched from the town boat
launch on Lake Massasecum and educating the public on milfoil contamination. This
would provide an attendant five days a week to inspect from May to September.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
ARTICLE CARRIED
29. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue any legal interest it may have in the Route
114 right of way adjacent to map 1 1 lot 59, owned by Tom Wilkins and Sue McKevitt.
Selectmen recommend. ARTICLE CARRIED
30. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept a gift of land from
the Thalia Brown Trust of approximately three (3) acres of land adjacent to the Burial




To see if the Town will vote to discontinue Harrington Road, a Class V Road and
bridge number (176-148) over the Warner River. This discontinuance shall become
effective when Mrs. Florence Harrington no longer occupies 37 Melvin Mills Road.
Selectmen recommend. ARTICLE CARRIED
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32. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following resolution and shall upon adoption
notify in writing members of our Congressional delegation of said vote:
We, the citizens of Bradford, NH, call on our Congressional Representatives;
Congressmen Bass and Bradley and Senators Gregg and Sununu to do the
following:
Actively work in support of the creation of a US Department of Peace as
described and presented to the US House of Representatives on April 8 2003
peacemaking and the study of conditions that are conducive to both domestic
and international peace."
By Petition. ARTICLE CARRIED
33. To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of the Town Officers. To transact






A True Copy Attest
Susan Pehrson
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Looking toward Burial Hill, Old Warner Rd and Ring Hill
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2004




Total Remitted 3,994,467.26 3,994,467.26
Transfer to MBIA -55,000.00 -55,000.00










941 tax payments -126,098.77
-3,878,091.29 -3,878,091.29
Ending Balance 12/31/2004 $ 733,975 74
Individual Account Activity
MBIA




Balance 12/31/2004 $ 180,849.65
Conservation Fund




Balance 12/31/2004 $ 7,837.18
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Conservation Fund
Balance 12/31/03 $ 5,925.27
Deposits 00°
Withdrawals 00°
Interest Earned 14 -77
Balance 12/31/2004 $ 5,940.04
Parks and Recreation




Balance 12/31/2004 $ 3,072.88
Town of Bradford Escrow Accounts
Cersosimo Lumber Co,. Inc
Balance 12/31/03 $ 1,175.06
Deposits 00°
Withdrawals 00°
Interest Earned 2 -93
Balance 12/31/2004 $ 1,177.99
M A Haladej
Balance 12/31/03 $ 557.71
Deposits 00°
Withdrawals 00°
Interest Earned 1 39
Balance 12/31/2004 $ 559.10
Planning Board Escrow





Balance 12/31/04 $ 7,488.16
Durgin & Crowell Lumber








Period Ending December 31, 2004
Assets
Petty Cash 200.02
Lake Sunapee Operating Acct 733,975.74
NH Deposit Pool 180,849.65
Parks and Recreation Acct 10,708.61
Property Taxes Receivable 257,967.54
Land Use Change Tax Receivable 530.00
Yield Tax Receivable 7,608.64
Excavation Tax 32.00
Tax Liens Receivable 68,915.59
Department Receivables 4,625.51
Due to/from State 44,743.31
Due to/from Trust funds (203.00)
Estimated Revenues 3,125,516.23





Due to KRSD 644,672.00
Due to Other Funds (4,020.00)




Total Liability & Fund Balance $1.314.325.72
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Schedule of Town Property
Map/lot Value Map/lot Value
2/103
Summary of Inventory Valuation
2004 Assessed Valuation
Value of Land Acres
Current Use 15.675.268
Conservation Restriction Assessment 148.800
Residential 4,492.253
Commercial 179.866
Total Taxable Land 20,496. 1 87















































Total number of acres exempt under current use





Prior Year Approved for 2004
Town 8.54 9.03
Local School 10.21 10.34
State School 4.71 3.79
County 2J34 274
Total Tax Rate $25.80 $25.90
Total Town Appropriations $1 ,627,436
Total Revenues and Credits 567,448
Less Shared Revenues 1 1 ,606
Add Overlay 15,901
War Service Credits 13,600
Net Town Appropriations $1 ,077,883
School Appropriations - Local $2,225,253
Less Adequate Education Grant (547,912)
Less State Education Taxes (443,390)
Net School $1,233,951
State School Tax Rate
Equalized Valuation (133,150,106*3.33) $443,390
County Tax Assessment $328,403
Less Shared Revenues (2,100)
Net County $326,303
Total of Town, School & County $3,081 ,527
Less War Credits (13,600)
Total Property Tax Commitment $3,067,927
Proof of Tax
Net Assess Val Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax $117,101,855 $ 3.79 $443,390
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State of New Hampshire
Town Warrant of Town Meeting
The Polls open at 8:00 am to 7:00 pm on March 8, 2005.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Bradford in the County of Merrimack in said State qualified
to vote in town affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bradford Elementary School on Old Warner Road in




To choose all necessary Town officials for the ensuing year.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
planning board for the Bradford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article IV to establish a Bradford Historic District applicable only
to the Old Bradford Center, Map 06, Lot 117, which encompasses the
Bradford Center Meetinghouse, the Old Schoolhouse, the Center Burial
Ground, and the Town Pound. A 5-member Historic District Commission is
created to establish rules for issuing certificates of approval for certain work
proposed to be carried out within the District.
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
planning board for the Bradford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To insert a definition of a Kennel Facility in Article II, amend Article III to
allow kennel facilities by special exception if certain conditions are met, and
to add a new section in Article XI to permit such kennel facilities in any
zoning district only if the applicants can meet a list of specific additional
conditions required for the issuance of the special exception.
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
planning board for the Bradford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the definition of a Home Business in Article II, and amend Article
III to provide that a home business is permitted in all zoning districts if it
meets a list of specific criteria, including that it not produce noises, vibration,
dust, smoke, or odors that would interfere with the enjoyment of neighboring
properties.
31
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the
planning board for the Bradford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the definition of Buildable Acres in Article II to exclude wetlands
as defined in the ordinance, certain areas of steep slopes, and any land
which is defined as a special flood hazard under the towns Flood Plain
Ordinance.
6. To adjourn the meeting until Wednesday, March 9, 2005 at 7:00pm at the Bradford
Elementary School on the Old Warner Road. The raising of money and remaining
articles in the Warrant to be taken up at the adjourned meeting.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One million Four
Hundred Twenty Four Thousand Five Hundred Eighty Six Dollars ($1 ,424,586) for
general municipal operations. This amount does not include funds raised in other





























bb. Community Center 35,450
cc. Other Conservation 1,635




8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000) to reconstruct approximately 1900 feet of
Center Road between the two intersections with Cheney Hill Road. This is a non
lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are
used or on December 31, 2010. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
9. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
lease/purchase agreement for the purpose of purchasing a pumper truck for the
Fire Department (this agreement contains a fiscal funding non appropriation
clause), and to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred and Two Thousand
Dollars ($102,000) for the down payment and first year's payment under the
lease/purchase agreement. The total cost of the pumper truck over the six years
will be Three Hundred Thirty Two Thousand Dollars ($332,000). The estimated
annual payment for the remaining five years will be Forty Six Thousand Dollars
($46,000) per year. The passage of this warrant article will cause Warrant Article
1 1 to be withdrawn. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
10 To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Fire Department Pumper Capital
Reserve Fund established in 2000. Said funds with accumulated interest to date of
withdrawal, are to be transferred to the Town's General Fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
11. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand
Dollars ($40,000) to be added to the Fire Department Pumper Capital Reserve
Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
12 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the Fire Department Building Repair, Maintenance
and Improvement Capital Reserve. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
13 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Fourteen Thousand One Hundred Ninety Dollars ($114,190) for the purchase of a
new ambulance. The funds will be provided as follows: Seventy Four Thousand
Dollars ($74,000) to be withdrawn from the Ambulance Capital Reserve, Seven
Thousand Five Hundred ($7,500) to be received in trade for the old ambulance and
Thirty Two Thousand Six Hundred Ninety Dollars ($32,690) to be paid from
donations held by the Bradford Rescue Squad Association, Inc. No money to be
raised by taxation. If passed Warrant Article 14 will be withdrawn. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
14 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the existing Ambulance Capital Reserve.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
1
5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand
Seven Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($2,750.00) for continued operations of Bradford,
Newbury, Sutton Youth Sports. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
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16 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand
Dollars ($6,000) to help defray the expense of repairs to the steeple of the Baptist
Church where the Town Clock is located. This appropriation represents the town's
fair share of the repairs to the steeple needed to insure the safety and preservation
of the historic clock owned by the Town of Bradford. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends.
17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000) to be added to the Highway Department Heavy Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget committee recommends.
18 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the Town Facilities and Buildings Capital Reserve
Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
19 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the Town Buildings Emergency Repair Fund.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
20 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to be placed in the New Highway Garage Capital Reserve Fund.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
21 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000) to be placed in the Gravestone Repair Expendable Trust Capital
Reserve Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
22 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Six
Thousand Dollars ($26,000) for road oil sealant. This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are used or
on December 31, 2010. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
23 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the Police Facility Capital Reserve Fund.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends
24 To see if the town will vote to withdraw Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) from
the New Highway Garage Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of conducting a
needs assessment consistent with the Capital Improvement Plan schedule of
facility replacement. This is a non-lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and
will not lapse until the funds are used or on December 31 , 201 0. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
25 To see if the town will vote to withdraw Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) from
the Town Facility Capital Reserve for the purpose of conducting a needs
assessment consistent with the Capital Improvement Plan schedule of facility
replacement. This is a non-lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are used or on December 31, 2010. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends.
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26 To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
lease/purchase agreement for the purpose of purchasing a Police Cruiser for the
Bradford Police Department (this agreement contains a fiscal funding non
appropriation clause), and to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand Two
Hundred Fifty Four Dollars ($9,254) for the first year's payment and outfit of the
cruiser. The total cost of the cruiser over the next three years will be Twenty
Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty One Dollars ($27,761). The cruiser to be
replaced will be sold and proceeds will be placed in the general fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
27 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand
Dollars ($40,000) for the purpose of repairing bridges under the State of NH
Municipal Bridge Project. This is a non-lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7
and will not lapse until the funds are used or on December 31, 2010. Selectmen
recommend. Budget committee does not recommend.
28 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve thousand
Five Hundred dollars ($12,500) for the purchase of a new Highway Department
Road Broom for the Town Loader. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
29 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand
Dollars ($40,000) for the continuation of the reconstruction of East Washington
Road. This will be a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are used or on December 31, 2010. Selectmen recommend.
Budget committee recommends.
30 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty One
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($21,500) to repair the roof on the Town Hall.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
31 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000) for the purchase of street signs. This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation to continue until the money has been used or until December 31,
2010. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
32 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) for the purpose of inspecting boats launched from the town boat
launch on Lake Massasecum and educating the public on milfoil contamination.
This would provide an attendant five days a week to inspect from May to
September. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
33 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the placement of 100% of the revenues
received from the land use change penalty tax into the Town of Bradford Land
Conservation Fund, as authorized by RSA 79-A:25 II. This Fund may be used to
acquire, maintain, improve, protect, or otherwise conserve and properly use open
spaces and other land and water areas, as authorized by RSA 36-A. By Petition.
Selectmen do not recommend. Budget Committee does not recommend.
34 To see if the Town will vote to designate Cheney Hill Road in its entirety, a Scenic
Road, as provided for under RSA 231:157 and 158. By Petition.
35
35 To see if the Town will vote to dedicate a 3.6 acre portion of Town property at Map
17, Lot 12, with frontage on East Main Street for the purpose of developing a
cultural center for the Town. Said cultural center may include such facilities as a
Historical Society Building and re-erection of the Marshall Barn.
36 To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of the Town Officers. To transact







Early photo of Center Rd (River Rd)... courtesy Historical Society
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR COMMENTARY - 2004
The dog licensing program is up and running. It was a little disconcerting at first, but after
several attempts, we think we have it correct. 1 his program allows us to send out reminders
to register dogs as well as the ability to register dogs through the mail.
As of the close of 2004, there have been many new changes for the Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Office.
Probably the biggest change came in the vital records software. This is a very detailed
program requiring several seminars to get it up and running. It is truly amazing to see how
instantly complete the records in this state will be compared to any other state.
Voter registration and elections are another big area of upgrade for this office. All through last
winter and into this past fall, the state ran seminars to be in compliance with HAVA (Help
Americans to Vote Act). This is a Federal law that has to be in place by 2006. Due to the
many polling place physical changes required by this act we found it necessary to move our
elections to a larger facility. The principal at the Bradford Elementary School was kind enough
to have us come back to that facility. It appears to be working well.
The Tax Office is constantly going through changes. The laws governing collection, liens and
deeds are evolving into a much tighter overview of the entire process.
At the present time, I am working to be able to send out reminders for yearly car registrations.
This will allow residents to do most or all of the renewal through the mail. Obviously, this will
be a good solution for those of you who find the current office hours inconvenient for your
schedules. We had hoped to have these capabilities for this past year, but the state stopped
all work on these programs. It is our hope, that they will resume the program soon.
Many new and exciting changes are in the works for the daily chores of the two offices. Most
of these are being spear-headed by the state. This is good news for the town as it will mean
that little or no cost will be incurred by the town.
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TOWN CLERK RECEIPTS











CHECKS OF INSUFFICIENT FUNDS -94.00
ADJUSTED TOTAL RECEIPTS $262,021 .86
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR HOURS
Monday Noon - 7:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 am - 11:30 am 12:30 pm. -5:00 pm
Friday 8:00 am - Noon 1 :00 pm. - 5:00 pm
NO HOURS ON MONDAY HOLIDAYS
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of _ BRADFORD Year Ending
DEBITS
12/31/2004
UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE YEAR*
For the Municipality of
CREDITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
BRADFORD Year Ending 12/31/2004
REMITTED TO TREASURER
For the Municipality of
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT



















































































































4240 Building Code & Enforcement
Appropriations 7,200.00


















4290 Emergency Management (Civil Defense)
Appropriations
4312 Highway Department
East Washington Road - Warrant Article 25,000.00
Balance continued from 2003 7,956.00
Expenditure 29,011.36
Balance continued to 2005 3,944.64
Payments
East Washington Road 29,01 1 .36
4312 Highway Department

















































4520 Parks & Recreation
Appropriations 8,850.00












Account Title Warrant Article
Parks and Recreation Director
Appropriation 5,850.00












Payments Snow Removal 1,562.28
Wages 3,129.40
Supplies 35.00
Security and Repairs 1 ,245.50
Electric 2,928.10














4723 Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes
Appropriations 5,000.00




Report of the Bradford Planning Board
Chairman: Bob Foor
Members: Edythe Craig, Marlene Freyler, Marcia Keller, Doug Troy, Barbara Vannata, Dave
Pickman (Selectmen's Representative)
Alternates: Jim Bibbo, Bill Glennie, Phil LaMoreaux
The Planning Board meets twice each month on the 2
nd and 4
lh
Tuesdays. The first monthly
meeting is for applications, public hearings, and consultations. The last meeting of the month is
a Planning Board work session, where we are currently working on Ordinance and regulation
changes, and reviewing the Master Plan update.
This year we have had Lucy St. John, from Central New Hampshire Regional Planning
Commission (CNHRPC), available to the public at the Town Hall, on Wednesdays, from 10AM
till 2PM. She also attends the first Planning Board meeting of the month, as a resource. The
funds for this were voted in at last year's Town Meeting. This professional planner being
available has proven very valuable to the general public looking to have questions answered, for
the Planning Board when facing decisions on applications and in relieving the chairman of time
spent answering questions and trying to assist Bradford residents.
In 2004, the Planning Board held a Public Hearing and changed our Subdivision Application
procedures and fees. All subdivisions now require both application fees and professional review
fees (escrow). All applications are sent out for professional review, and if the subdivision
includes an internal road, an Engineering Professional reviews the plans, determines a Bond
amount, and verifies the construction of the road to the Town standards. The escrow account
also allows for our Town Counsel to review any and all legal documents for each of these
applications, providing another level of professional review for completeness and town
protection. All reviews are paid for by the applicant. Another significant change to our process
is that now all town departments are involved in this process, including the Road Agent, Fire
Department, Conservation Commission, Selectmen, Building Inspector, and Police. Plans no
longer go forward without input from all concerned with our town functions. While our process is
not perfect yet, we are constantly seeking to improve how the town is protected, while not
imposing insurmountable costs for our citizens to simply divide their property.
Our town is growing, as seen by the number of subdivisions (10 with 31 lots) and building
permits that are applied for each month. Historically, the numbers weren't very large, and the
subdivisions consisted of a couple of lots. Those times have changed, and quickly brought to
light deficiencies in the way we did business and in the approval process. Our aim is to ensure
we have thoroughly reviewed all aspects of each application, and that each meets the spirit and
intent of our Zoning Ordinance. If our Ordinance needs to change, we will submit Warrant
Article to improve it. The town budget portion of the Annual Report includes what was budgeted
for the Planning Board. We also collect application fees. For 2004, we collected $2720. While
we need to have our budget authorized at Town Meeting, you can see that the Planning Board
does have an income stream that gets put into the General Fund. Your tax dollars do not simply




Report of the Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board meets at the Town Hall at 7:00 p.m. the first Tuesday of each month. If
necessary, it also will schedule a meeting on the third Tuesday of the month.
Authorized by New Hampshire statutes and the Bradford Zoning Ordinance, the Board may
grant Special Exceptions, Variances, and hear appeals from Administrative Decisions. The
need for an appeal is referenced by the Building Inspector during the building permit process.
Information is available at the Town Hall in the wall holders.
During 2004, there were several individuals who appeared with questions. After discussion,
only two were found to be in conflict with the Ordinance, or pursued an appeal.
Appeal 2004-SE001, Oakdale Road, added height dimension within 75 feet of the
shoreline, Granted.
Appeal 2004-SE002, Davis Road, adding accessory building to a non-conforming lot,
Granted.
Members do a physical site visit before rendering a decision.
Individuals with proposals which may need appeals are encouraged to meet informally with the
full Board during a scheduled meeting before proceeding with their plans.
There is always a need for members and alternates. This Board is a good introduction to state
and local land use regulations. State seminars are provided.
Everett Kittredge
The Bradford Scholarship Committee
2004
This scholarship fund, created in 1961, has given out many scholarships over the
years to young Bradford students who are furthering their education. In order for high
school students to apply they should meet the following reguirements:
. Live in Bradford
. Must be furthering their education in a university, college, school of
nursing or technical institute
. Submit a typewritten application telling the committee about their
academic goals, extra curricular and community activities and how
living in Bradford has helped to promote these goals.
The above information about the scholarship is available each year in the
Guidance Departments of our local high schools and local newspapers.
Bradford students interested in applying for the 2005 scholarship should send their
application to Dawn Rich, P.O. Box 225, Bradford, NH 03221 no later than April 30,
2005.
Krystal N. Bradicich, daughter of Lois C. Knapton, is the recipient of the scholarship for
2004. She graduated from Kearsarge Regional High School and is now attending
Plymouth State College. Krystal is majoring in athletic training and hopes to become a
doctor in the future.
Funds for our scholarship are available due to the support of friends and businesses in
our community. Bradford Business Association had their 8
th
annual "Historic Homes and
Inns Tour" and once again all proceeds from this tour went to our annual scholarship
fund. Moon Mountain Arts, that had sponsored many arts events in our area, sent their
committee closing assets to our scholarship. We thank them and our town residents for
their support of our youth in their commitment for a higher education. We sincerely
appreciate the support and guidance each year from Cheryl Behr, our administrative
assistant and Everett Kittredge, trustee for the scholarship fund.
Please help our scholarship fund with a tax-deductible donation by sending a check to:
The Bradford Scholarship Committee
Bradford Town Hall
P. O. Box 436
Bradford, NH 03221-0436
Thank you all on behalf of the Bradford students for your support.
Elizabeth Bouley, Mary Keegan-Dayton and Dawn Rich
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Bradford Revolving Loan Fund 2004
The Bradford Revolving Loan Fund (BRLF) was established in 1993 with a $330,000
Community Development Block Grant from the New Hampshire Office of State Planning to the
Town Of Bradford. The Capital Regional Development Council (CRDC) is a certified
Development Company with the goal of economic development. CRDC underwrites and
provides servicing for the Bradford Revolving Loan Fund.
Loans from the BRLF can be used for working capital, fixed assets, refinancing and debt
consolidation and range from $5,000 to $100,000. Loans are available to qualified small
businesses located in the primary lending area of Merrimack County and the Town of
Hillsborough and the secondary lending area of Sullivan County.
Advantages of the program include:
Repayment terms for working capital up to 5 years, machinery/equipment up to 10
years, and real estate up to 20 years
To encourage rapid repayment, amortization schedules are negotiable
Collateral is negotiable, usually subordinate to bank financing
As of December 31, 2004, the fund balance was $519,172.32. Four loans were made during
2004 by the BRLF through CRDC. Additional funds are available for qualified borrowers.
For additional information and loan applications you can contact Neil Cannon or Jude Hamel of
CRDC at 228-1872. Loan applications are also available via CRDC's web site at www.crdc-
nh.com .
Current Committee Members are Les Gordon, Laura Hallahan, Robin Steiner, Deb Sias, and




Bradford Area Community Center
Our intergenerational center, now a United Way partner, continues with all its many programs
under the guidance of our director, Jarna Perkins. Our director continues to explore and add
more programs for all age groups. Our thanks to Jarna Perkins and Edythe Craig our volunteer
administrative assistant, for all they do for the community center.
We continue to interact with our town selectmen, Senior Council, Community Action Program
(CAP), Parks and Recreation, the Kearsarge Regional School District, Girl Scouts of America,
Rainbow Girls, The American Red Cross, Rural Heritage Connection, The Lettvin Concerts,
New London Hospital, Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurse Association, Personal Touch Home Care,
Kearsarge Assets Network, Yoga Classes, the Bradford Women's Club, Bradford Newbury
Sutton Youth Sports, and Bradford Community Corporation. Our calendar of activities for all
ages is posted in the building. The Bradford Bridge, our local newspaper, is delivered to our
town and surrounding towns containing all information about our community center.
The Bradford Area Community Center hosted the Purple Martin Series throughout the spring
and summer of 2004. Designed by a collective of educators, including Frances Chelland, a
Professor of Philosophy at New England College, the series seeks to provide the local
community with opportunities for ongoing reflection and learning. The series provides a
sanctuary of sorts for community members to meet and talk with one another, sharing our ideas
and enriching our understanding of our collective good.
We welcome suggestions from the communities on new programs for the center and invite
people to phone (938-6228) or e-mail (bacc@mcttelecom.com) Jarna Perkins, our director with
ideas and suggestions. The BACC is here to serve the community at large and your ideas and
thoughts would be most appreciated and followed through, if possible.
Our center, with its powerful generator, remains our emergency shelter for the area. Joe Torro
has personally donated the yearly servicing of the generator.
For four years the Community Action Program, under the leadership of Sandi Bandieri and her
staff, maintains their wonderful services with meals, activities, trips and "meals on wheels"
programs.
Another successful Tall Pines summer program for our Kearsarge Regional School District
students was held at the center. Susan Cowan, Kearsarge Assets Network Program director,
continues to seek donations and grants for the youth of our area.
Volunteer Addy Stewart, our Personal Touch Home Care nurse, offers free blood pressure and
foot care every third Thursday of the month at the center's health room from 1 1 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
The Kearsarge Area Pre-School, under the direction of Lynn Betz, teacher and the Pre-School
Board, is a very active program in our center. Seeing the children in their room brings many
smiles to all that enter our building during the year.
TDS has put poles in the ground out back for the lights in the parking area. This has been one
of our goals for this year.
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The center provides excellent space for all sorts of events: birthday parties, showers, wedding
receptions, political functions, and meetings. Please contact the office, 938-6228, for rates and
availability of room rentals.
Please continue to be a "Friend of the Bradford Area Community Center". Your donation of
$20.00 or more each year helps us to stay open. We welcome any volunteers and new
programs to our center.
THANK YOU FROM THE GOVERNANCE BOARD FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT.
Phyllis Wilcox and Dawn Rich, Co-chairpersons, Robert Stewart, Treasurer, Maryse Conway,
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Installing poles at the Community Center for outdoor lighting
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Kearsarge Area Preschool
2004-2005 Board of Directors:
Fred Hubley, President; Marie Hasey, Vice President; Seana Kendrigan, Secretary; Claire
Vanatta, Treasurer; Donna Long and Andrew Pinard, Officers
In 2001, with the advent of public kindergarten in the Kearsarge Regional School District, the
Bradford-Newbury Kindergarten and Preschool, established by local families in 1968, became
the Kearsarge Area Preschool. In 2004, KAP applied for and received a 501 C (3) public charity
status from the IRS. This qualifies us to receive tax deductible bequests, devises, transfers or
gifts under certain sections of the IRS tax code. This accomplishment would not have been
possible without the hard work of both the 2003-2004 and the 2004-2005 KAP Board of
Directors. We thank all the parents and volunteers who helped achieve this goal.
The current Board has made an effort to gear our fundraising efforts towards family fun for the
whole community. In October KAP teamed up with Bradford Parks and Recreation to sponsor
our first Bradford Fun Day. It was a huge success. In January of 2005, we presented a family
musical concert, "Wayne From Maine," at KRES at Bradford. Look for more of these type
events in the future.
Last year, a new playground was installed behind the BACC, with a large sandbox and a
climbing structure with two slides. Having a safe place to run and play outside has been a great
addition to the program as well as providing a new local play option for parents with small
children during non-school hours. In the fall of 2004, students and their parents planted lots of
spring bulbs just outside the playground fence and we look forward to seeing them come up.
In the classroom, students enjoy a play-based program that supports social, emotional, physical
and cognitive growth. Along with Lyn Betz, our head teacher, and Sheri Swinerton, our teacher's
aide, we are fortunate to have Marlene Scribner volunteering in the classroom two mornings a
week. Marlene has been helping at the school for many years and in addition to providing a
welcoming lap for the children who flock to her with books to read, she helps chaperone the
four-year-olds when we walk to the Brown Memorial Library for the children's story time. We
also work with specialists from the Kearsarge Regional School District who provide services to
any students with identified special educational needs. Children of all abilities benefit from
having these talented teachers involved with the program.
The KAP Board of Directors wishes to thank the Selectmen of the Town of Bradford; the BACC
Governance Board; and Jama Perkins, Director of the Bradford Area Community Center, for
providing us a warm, safe and rent friendly facility. We also wish to thank the Town of Newbury
for their continued financial support. With the help of parents and community volunteers who
give of themselves as members, officers of the board, or friendly supporters of children's
programs, we hope to continue to provide affordable, high quality programs for area children for
years to come. You can find more information on our new web site at
www.kearsargeareapreschool.com .
Submitted by Lyn Betz, Teacher, and Fred Hubley, President, Board of Directors
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Officer Steve Valiquet talking to the children about Halloween safety.
Sheri Swinnerton and class.
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Bradford Parks and Recreation
We would like to thank the town for approving the director's position at the town meeting last
March. The director's position was advertised in May and Jama Perkins was appointed as the
new director. Jarna has taken over many of the responsibilities that volunteers have done in the
past and has been a great asset with her organizational skills and follow through of programs.
Look for new programs for 2005.
Also at the town meeting, $10,000 raised by Parks and Recreation over the past years was
approved to be set aside for the building fund. Our goal is to construct a town bandstand that
would accommodate future concerts, weddings, gatherings or just a nice place to visit. We
hope to start fundraising in 2005 for the bandstand.
The Bradford Batonnettes had three age group classes this year due to high enrollment.
They performed in the 4th of July parade taking another blue ribbon!
French's Park cleanup was held on May 22. We were able to have additional clean up done
by Jim Allen, who was hired for park maintenance with the funds previously for the park
attendant. The park is in good shape, picnic tables are being replaced and an additional grill will
be added for 2005. We'd like to thank Bliss Dayton and John Forgiel for putting in the swim line
and Dave Currier for taking the line out. Many thanks to Joe Conway for his many years of
doing this job. Thank you to Cliff Powers who helped Jim out this summer and to the
anonymous daffodil planter.
We held our first annual roast beef dinner on July 2, on the BACC lawn. It was well attended
with over 100 people including our newest governor, John Lynch. The street dance was
enjoyed by young and old.
The annual 4 of July Red Cross Blood Drive had 49 people attend, a little lower than last
year. We revived the Cow Flop Bingo on the lawn of the bank. Winners were Graham Browne,
$350 and Doreen Carafa, $150.
The Red Cross Swimming Program was held the first two weeks of July at French's Park
with over 60 registrations. Nicole Wallace was once again our instructor.
We helped sponsor the Tall Pines Summer Program at the BACC this year. The program
used French's Park for swimming and cookouts, Brown-Shattuck Field and some of the our
equipment
In August, Will & Megan Hurley from Outspokin' led mountain bike trips through the area.
The rides were for fun, but taught proper trail etiquette and bike safety. This program will
continue in 2005.
Bradford Fun Day was a huge success. This was sponsored by Parks and Recreation and
the Kearsarge Area Preschool at Brown Shattuck Field for a day of family fun with hay rides,
hay maze, games, food, music, live animals, saw mill demonstrations, archery, face painting
and much more. We hope to make this an annual event.
Our Halloween Party at the BACC was well attended. Ghosts, super heroes and princesses
were served food and beverages and played games. There were over 25 carved and painted
pumpkins entered in the pumpkin contest. The judging was done by the Bradford Police
Department and the winners were; 1 st place - Craig Hendrick; 2nd place - Marisa Pickman; 3rd
place - Jenna Waite.
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We look forward to another successful year in 2005. If you have any suggestions or ideas
for future events or activities, or if you would like to donate some time to Parks and Recreation,














Officer Warren Foote judging the Jack O'Lantern carving contest.
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BRADFORD INDEPENDENCE DAY COMMITTEE
The BIDC would like to thank all of the people who helped with our Independence Day
celebration by sending us the monies that it takes to make this possible. Our budget for the
Parade and Fireworks run about $15,000.00. The Town gives us $8,000.00 and the rest is
raised by fundraising and the donations that are sent to us from the letters that are sent out to
the towns people.
Budget: $4,000 Atlas Fireworks
500 Flags for the cemeteries
1,450 Porta-potties
2,000 Parade-Bands St. Mary's Cavaliers
Bradford Women's Club
The BWC opened the year with our annual tea at the home of Mel Pfeifle. Some of our other
meetings included a Chinese Auction and Buffet, the Visiting Nurse Association and a program
designed to teach us about safe handling and usage of fire extinguishers.
Community Projects
During the spring, we continued our gardening work in the Bicentennial Park (corner of 103 and
Main St.) and planted many bulbs. It was also the site of a lovely tree at Christmas time. In
conjunction with the library committee, we were once again able to get Jim Allen to portray
Santa at this year's story and tree lighting ceremony.
The swim program that is co-sponsored with Parks and Recreation and coordinated by Jane
Lucas had a tremendous turnout even with all the rain interruptions.
Fund Raisers to support our community projects included
Bake sales and our annual Holiday Crafts and Antiques Fair. This was our best year yet for
both buyers and sellers. It was also a great year for our BWC crafters whose workmanship
really shined through.
The BWC cookbook made a big comeback this year with all proceeds going towards the
scholarship fund.
Although, we were unable to host the July 4lh sausage stand this year, the BWC still had a
showing with two of our honorary members, Estelle Rooney and Lillian Frey, riding in the
parade. Next year plans are already underway to have our sausage stand back in the July 4th
festivities.
The winners of our Sophie's Holiday Raffle were Nora White - Lobster Pot, Debbie Flinkstrom -
Christmas Tree Skirt, Kim Lucas - Marlene's Florist Gift Cert., and Rosemary Rich - Photo
book on NH Forests .
Our scholarships were awarded to Jessica Fillmore who graduated from Kimball Union
Academy and Emily Selig who graduated from KRHS.
The Good Cheer committee carried on the tradition of bringing balloons and gifts to the Clough
Care Center for their annual birthday party.
A sad farewell was given in the memory of Florence "Flossie" Jones who was BWC president





In 2004, a total of 14,034 books, videos, and audio books were loaned out, and we had 7842
visits from library patrons. 799 people attended our various programs through the year. We
watched the following movies on our Friday night Book-to-Movie discussion series: The Man
Who Would Be King, Double Indemnity, Chocolat, The Quiet American, Seabiscuit, The Age of
Innocence, Sleepy Hollow, and A Christmas Carol. This year thanks to Sarah Harvey, Corinne
McCandless and Susie Von Oettingen the library hosted a children's book-to-movie discussion
series. The children watched James and the Giant Peach and The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever. Look for this series to continue in 2005.
Thanks to the Bradford Art Group, we has a wonderful mixture of art exhibits in 2004. The
library was proud to display works by J. Ann Eldridge, Riana Szymkiewicz, Wayne Szymkiewicz
and Thomas Glover.
The library offered four Saturday book sales on May 29, July 3, September 4, and October 9.
We always had a good number of shoppers wandering through our basement with books in
bags or tucked under their arms and, of course, smiles on their faces. We would like to thank
the generous townspeople and others who donated so many nice books for our sales, and
thank you to the volunteers who ran the sales.
The Friends of Brown Memorial Library did their usual outstanding job organizing the Easter
Egg Hunt, the Summer Reading Program and the Poetry Writing Workshop. They also helped
spread the word about the publication of Early Families of Bradford, New Hampshire by Sherry
Gould and Kathy Beals.
Volunteers Sarah Harvey, Jill Pinard, Lyn Betz and Corinne McCandless created fun and
imaginative projects for the Summer Reading Program "Animals in your own backyard".
Library Trustees hosted an Old Time Fried Chicken fundraising dinner at St. Peter's Lodge with
fabulous music by Beth Eldridge and Woody Pringle. We think it will become an event that
people look forward to each year. The trustees also co-sponsored with Bradford Conservation
Commission a wonderful program in September on "How to Live with Black Bears" with Ben
Kilham.
The library was honored to win another blue ribbon in the Independence Day Parade with our
"Moby Dick" float. There were so many excellent floats created by other residents of Bradford
that we were pleasantly surprised. That does not mean we will slack off one single iota in the
2005 parade.
Heartfelt thanks again to Sue and Marty Bunis for our beautiful garden that is flourishing under
their care.
81 people, young and old, came to the library to visit Santa and see the Christmas tree lighting
on December 4. We would like to thank the Lucas family and the Bradford Women's Club for
organizing a lovely event. We would like to thank the students at Kellcole Academy for the
handmade Christmas tree decorations.
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Brown Memorial Library
Revenues and Expenditures 2004
REVENUES
Town Appropriations - Operations $41 ,957.00
Craigie/Bibbo Fund Interest 42.93
Town held funds Interest 294.44
Jacobsen Fund interest 10.76
Payson Family Fund interest 109.94
Unrestricted fund interest 46.36
Copier receipts 383.00









Security and Fire Alarm 1 , 1 96.50
Supplies 1,693.86
Postage 217.80









Friends of Brown Memorial Library
In 2004, the Friends of Brown Memorial Library. A non-profit organization, sponsored:
The Annual Easter Egg Hunt.
More than 70 children made a mad dash to find 550 candy-filled Easter eggs on the library lawn.
Animals in Your Own Backyard. The 2004 Summer Reading Program.
Storytime and arts and crafts activities celebrating frogs, birds, bears, and chipmunks were led
by Friends volunteers, Jill Pinard, Sarah Harvey, Lyn Betz, and Corinne McCandless. Reading
certificates and ice cream cones were awarded at recognition ceremonies.
Harvesting Dreams & Memories, a poetry writing workshop for people of all ages.
Award-winning New Hampshire poet, Kathleen Hennessy of Goffstown, helped participants find
poetic inspiration in fond remembrances of people, events, places, and in haunting dreams. The
poem, Oh-No, written during the workshop, was a collaboration of Alison MacDonald (age 8),
Laura McCandless (age 10), and Susan Aznive (age 9).
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OH-NO
One day on the farm
My truck pulled into the driveway
I could smell cinnamon and apple spices
And there, on the window sill
There was a freshly baked apple pie cooling.
I dashed inside to get a piece,
a whoosh of dog fur flew past my leg,
I saw the cookbook open on the counter,
And where was the pie?
Still on the sill,
until I reached for it.
And the dog jumped, too.




And the dog rushed over
to lick it off.
Respectfully submitted, Audrey V. Sylvester, President
West end of Mill Village. . . .courtesy Historical Socierty
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Bradford Newbury Sutton Youth Sports
In 2004, Bradford/Newbury/Sutton Youth Sports provided team-basedathletic opportunities for
260* of our area youth. Our spring baseball/softball programs and our fall soccer program were
both successful with many enthusiastic participants.
BNSYS also hosts summer soccer camps, staffed by professional athletes from Major League
Soccer.
BNSYS participated in the Bradford Fourth of July celebration by opening the Brown-Shattuck
snack shack and serving grilled burgers and hot dogs to the hungry midway visitors. BNSYS
also hosted a golf tournament in the fall that was supported by many corporately sponsored
teams. Along with game-day sales from our snack shacks, these events are our major fund-
raisers.
BNSYS is fortunate to have wonderful facilities available to us. Warren Brook Park, where our
Babe Ruth Baseball and soccer games are played, is owned by the organization. Our baseball
and softball games for the younger children are played on the field at the Bradford Elementary
School and Brown-Shattuck Park in Bradford. BNSYS maintains all of the facilities used during
our seasons.
Upcoming projects and major purchases for this year will include: Installation of our new snack
shack at Warren Brook Park Purchase and installation of a new batting cage at Warren Brook
Park Purchase of two new large soccer goals to run consecutive 5/6 grade games as needed
Begin work on new softball/tee ball field at Warren Brook Park
BNSYS is a volunteer organization that relies heavily on community support. This past year that
support came from a core group of individuals, families and businesses. As our youth
participation continues to grow with new families in the area, we look forward to reaching out to
expand this volunteer effort in 2005.
Our current Board of Directors includes Joe Torro, Anne Holmes, Diane Gadoury, Tina











I would like to take this opportunity to update you on how the Bradford Police Department has
evolved over the last year. Our current personnel consists of the following officers: Officer
Stephen Valiquet, full-time certified, Officer Jon Ciavola, part-time certified, Officer Charles
Goodale, part-time certified, Officer Warren Foote, 29 years as a full-time Concord Police officer
retired and certified as a full-time officer, Officer Carolyn Cassady, certified part-time officer and
Administrative Assistant for the Bradford Police Department, Officer Bradley Wheeler, certified
full-time officer working part-time, Officer Sheri Swinerton, enrolled in NH Police Standards and
Training Academy to be certified as a part-time officer, and myself, Chief James S. Valiquet, 29
years certified as a full-time officer with 13 years experience as Chief of Police for the Town of
Newbury Police Department.
We are in the process of screening for a full time officer's position and are speaking with several
individuals who are New Hampshire certified to fill part-time positions. It is a slow process but
the key is to find and retain the right employees.
The following table, reflects the number of Calls for Service that the Bradford Police Department
has responded to during the 2004 calendar year:
January - 34 February - 1 51 March - 245 April - 31
May - 322 June - 268 July - 255 August - 287
September - 288 October -371 November -51 2 December -681
Calls for Service are generated when a police officer spends time on any particular function
such as; calls assigned by dispatch, a citizen's request for assistance, security checks, motor
vehicle stops, fire or medical calls, or a mutual aid assistance to a neighboring community.
Bottom line is we are trying to account for our time through documentation. As you can see, the
department was quite active in 2004. The department has also seen a rise in the number of
cases brought for arraignment and trial in the Henniker District Court.
In coming months, I would like to meet the business owners, school officials, and any interested
citizen with ideas so that we may better serve the community. I welcome anyone to stop by or
call the station with any comments, whether they be positive or negative, so that we may
address their concerns in a timely fashion. The establishment of on-call coverage has been a
major accomplishment in the last 10 months. In the last 10 months State Police has not been
placed on-call for the town. Enforcement of the motor vehicle laws, an active roving patrol,
frequent after hour business checks, and the establishment of an on-call service have had a
direct effect on the quality of police coverage to the community.
I want to thank the Bradford Board of Selectmen and Cheryl Behr for their continued support,
the dedication of the men and women of the Bradford Police Department, and the citizens of
Bradford for their support.
Whether they be positive or negative, so that we may address their concerns in a timely fashion.
Respectfully submitted,
James S. Valiquet Stephen Valiquet Charles Goodale
Warren Foote Jon Ciavola Carolyn Cassady




This year the Department is asking to replace Engine 4. This truck is 25 years old and
is going beyond its service life as a front line piece of equipment. Engine 4 our water supply
truck, it carries 2500 feet of 4" large diameter hose that is referred to in the fire service as a
portable hydrant system. This truck supplies water from a water source such as a pond to the
fire scene which is the safest way we have in Bradford to transport large volumes of water that
is needed to safely extinguish a fire. The proposed new truck is very similar to the one we are
replacing with some added new technologies such as a class A foam system to allow the water
applied to the fire to do more work and a hydraulic ladder rack to give us more storage space
needed for equipment used during fire suppression.
Most people do not like to think of a small town like Bradford as a business and yet
that is what we are in a lot of ways. The Department is proud of how it conducts itself in a
business like way. We are always looking for the best value we can find for the Town, while
adhering to a business plan that has allowed us to keep our equipment up to standards with a
minimal tax impact. In fact as a business we have a pretty good return on investment with a
good example using the year 2004. In 2004 we have saved close to one million dollars in































82-M1 1929 Chevy 1 V* Ton, 6 Cylinder Fire Truck built by Wachusett Motors.
The Fire Department has been busy restoring the Town's original fire truck 82-M1. This 1929 Chevy Truck has been in Bradford
since it was delivered new in 1930. The restoration has been a very rewarding experience and will guarantee that this piece of
Bradford history will be available for future generations to see and learn from.
82-M1 1929 Chevy after restoration by the members of the Bradford Fire Dept.
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Bradford Rescue Squad
The Bradford Rescue Squad had a busy and rewarding year in 2004, responding to 155 medical
and fire calls. While the majority of these were in Bradford, 38 were in Newbury, 8 were in
Sutton and 9 were in Warner. We routinely provide primary ambulance service for part of each
town, and also respond when needed in other areas.
During the year we have worked together with Bradford Fire Department, as well as with the
Fire and Rescue Departments in Newbury, Sutton and Warner. Bradford Rescue Squad
members have attended training programs in Bradford, New London and Concord on the local,
area and state levels. We participated in the annual Fourth of July parade, and provided medical
care for runners in the annual 5K race.
The Squad is very proud to have dedicated and talented volunteers to staff Bradford's
ambulance and provide emergency medical care to the area. We currently have at least three
openings for Emergency Medical Technicians and would welcome new volunteers - no prior
training or experience is necessary, and the Squad will pay for all training. Please contact me or
another Squad member for more information.
We look forward to 2005 as an opportunity to continue to develop our interaction with and





1 accident in Bradford, November 1911 courtesy Historical Society
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Emergency Management
We have been working together to develop a plan to heighten and strengthen our resources and
communication with other agencies. Continued training with other regional directors strengthens
our ability to mitigate and communicate with other agencies. The time may come in the Town of
Bradford when we will need outside assistance.
As the Emergency Management Director, I will continue training and pursuing grants and
monies being offered by both State and Federal agencies. We are looking for a LEPC (Local




Work on the street signs is nearing completion
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Bradford Building Department
Building Inspector: Chip Meany
The Building Department issued 55 permits throughout the year 2004. Nine permits were issued
for new homes and the remaining 46 were issued for repairs, sheds, garages, dormers,
additions, decks, greenhouses, roof replacements and foundation and sill repairs.
The Building Department would like to remind permitees that there is a schedule for required
inspections included with the building permit. These inspections are included in the cost of the
building permit and are required in a specific sequence. Anyone with any questions should
contact the Building Department at 938- 5900.
There have also been several "cease and desist" orders issued and attempts are being made to
coordinate efforts with both the Planning Board and ZBA. We are also attempting to clarify the
permitting process with the addition of additional staff in the Town Office.
The Building Department is looking forward to a busy year in 2005, and will also be increasing
its enforcement efforts
Rand and Cheney Mill on Water Street courtesy of Historical Society
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Highway Department
Congratulations to Arnold "Andy" Anderson on his retirement in April of 2004.
2004 was a year of many maintenance projects. We tried a new road sealant on Water Street
and Fairgrounds Road. Breezy Hill and Lake Massasecum Road were sealed with the old
method of road oil and sand. We cleaned the ditches on almost all the roads in Bradford during
the summer and fall. We have paved another section of East Washington Road and put gravel
on the remaining dirt section.
Our new F-350 truck came in August and was completely outfitted by September for the winter.
We would like to take this time to Thank-You for the continued support of our efforts.






Community Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger Report
Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests &
Lands cooperate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact
your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY
outside burning. A fire permit is required for all outside burning unless the ground is completely covered
with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also prohibits the open burning of
household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 1-800-498-6868
or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility.
Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information contact the Division of
Forests & Lands (603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl .org.
This last year was fairly wet throughout the spring and summer months, however we finished the season
with an active fall fire season. In order to meet an increased demand for services, the Forest Protection
Bureau was reorganized into three regions with smaller Forest Ranger Districts and over the last several
years we have added two Forest Rangers. The fifteen state fire towers were the first to report on many
fires throughout the state and they completed many other projects on the low fire danger days. The state
implemented a program called Tower Quest to help citizens learn about fire towers and the need to
protect New Hampshire's forest resources. The United States celebrated Smokey Bear's 60th birthday in
2004, and celebrations were held throughout the state. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire
department and the state's Forest Rangers by being fire smart and fire safe!
2004 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of November 18, 2004)















The Bradford Conservation Commission was established in 1969. Its purpose is to compile
information on the Town's watersheds and other natural resources, to become familiar with the
ever-changing State and Federal regulations concerning such, and to advise the Selectmen,
Planning Board, and other local committees and boards on environmental issues. A
conservation commission can be a valuable source of information for the other municipal
organizations, all of who have other primary responsibilities.
The Conservation Commission continued its involvement in commenting to the Planning Board
where appropriate on some of the more than 100 new or proposed lots and subdivisions in
town. New regulations are being formed on the state level regarding compensation for wetlands
disturbance and these are being followed closely. Several members are involved with the
Master Plan update, and three members went to the annual conference, returning with the
customary piles of information on Current Use rules, Mitigation plans, Prime Wetlands status
and other topics.
The Commission also researched the potential impacts to the town and state of an expanded
leased ski facility at Sunapee State Park. Several members attended hearings and continue to
monitor the State's position on how taxpayer-owned land is to be managed, publicly or for
private profit.
In March, voters at the town meeting approved the funding requested to complete the purchase
of a property adjoining the existing conservation land of the Bradford Bog on the East
Washington Road. This tract includes the oldest of the rare Atlantic white cedar trees in this
unusual swamp and is additional protection for the quaking bog and the Bradford Springs Hotel
site. This project could not have gone forward without the tremendous energy of the newly
incorporated Rural Heritage Connection of Bradford, which arranged most of the fundraising
and grant writing involved in reducing the final cost to the town from a possible $30,000 to
$5,000. The total cost of the project was nearly $70,000, despite a generous cost reduction
from the conservation-minded owners.
In the fall, Charlie Spaulding and Perry Teele ably controlled a troupe of enthused volunteers
who carried in new lumber for the constant repairs required on a boardwalk laid down in a
swamp. Old lumber was removed, but repairs to the observation platform are still needed.
Additional footpaths will be maintained on the somewhat dryer ground of the new property.
This summer, the Conservation Commission teamed up with the Friends of the Brown Memorial
Library and brought black bear researcher Ben Kilham to town with his slide show. To a packed
audience at the Baptist Church, he explained the surprisingly complicated lives and biology of
the black bear and concluded with information on how our actions affect their continued survival
in our area. The Conservation Commission hopes to bring more programs of this kind to
Bradford.
If you have questions or concerns about wetlands, pollution or lake front issues, contact a
commission member.
Members: Ann Eldridge - chair Chris Way - secretary
Meg Fearnley - treasurer Perry Teele
Andrea Lamoreaux Dan Coolidge
Matilda Wheeler, honorary lifetime member
Eugene Schmidt, honorary lifetime member
Associates: Amy Blitzer Mary Hopwood John Robie
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2004 Year End Milfoil Report to NHDES and Town of Bradford
The signs restricting the use of the cove at the north end of the Lake were in place by the end of
April. In early spring we had a bright green milfoil found on a beach just outside the cove area
again. No active source could be found. We have the same dedicated crew on the milfoil
harvesting boat as the year before and they started working at the end of June. This year the
Milfoil did not seem to be as thick and abundant in the areas where heavy harvesting has been
done in the past. This does not mean we have found a cure but we are monitoring this very
closely. The remaining 390 acres of the Lake outside of the cove seems to have been kept free
of infestation.
Volunteers found a patch at the South End of the Lake and the State divers were called in to
pull it, then place a matt over that area. The North West corner of the cove had to be matted by
the crew due to the shallow depth of the lake which made it impossible for the boat to harvest
the weeds.
The program is dependent on the support of NHDES and the Town Of Bradford to succeed. The
lakeside "weedwatchers" remain willing to maintain and monitor the nets, and check the shallow
waters for new growth, and contribute as they are able to help supplement the funding deficit.
I would also like to thank Mike and Ken Ritter for their dedication to building the new milfoil
shed, and the donation of material from the Lumber Barn, Michie Corp. and Mike Ritter.
Thanks.
Steve Lucier
New milfoil equipment shed on Lake Massasecum.
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Cemetery Trustees, 2004
This year, we will ask for another $1000 in the warrant article for Gravestone Repair to begin
work on those stones most in need of help, starting with the Baptist Church cemetery. Many of
our remaining sixteen cemeteries are also in need of restoration work.
Some of our seventeen cemeteries still have family lots with little or no Care funds, dating from
the years when each family took care of its own lot. If you have a family lot with no Care Trust
Fund, the Trustees would encourage a one-time Trust Coverage to alleviate this situation. At
present, a portion of the lot purchase goes to the Town for the use of the lot and another portion
for the Care Trust Funds. The interest income from the Trusts and the Cemetery Maintenance
Funds cover more than half of the costs of the upkeep of the cemeteries.
Computerized block mapping of the layout of the cemeteries is continuing, with Pleasant Hill
about half-completed, and, in addition to making plots much easier to find, it is giving a further
check on the accuracy of names and locations. Seven cemeteries have been completed, the
latest being the Colby and Bagley cemeteries.
We have completed a fence on the east side of Sunny Plain cemetery where the line of trees
had to be removed. We also began to repair a badly damaged section of Pleasant Hill cemetery
fence. We have increased our budget item this year to include the completion of this fence.
Cemetery Rules and Regulations are posted at open cemeteries; Sunny Plain has a black box
with copies for distribution. Please take the time to read the Regulations, especially the notes
for shrubbery, flowers, ornaments and monuments.
We wish to thank Jarna and Gary Perkins, who distribute Veterans flags for Memorial Day.
Please advise any of us if someone has been overlooked in this process.
We also want to thank our superintendent Dick Moore for his excellent care of all our cemeteries






Bradford Historical Society 2004
The Historical Society collects, records, and displays Bradford information from the past to the
present. The History Committee, formally appointed in the 1970's, collected many excellent
artifacts and information. Through the years, there have been generous donations added to the
collections. The Old Post Office building, corner of routes 103 and 1 14 has been home for
almost thirty years, and we are outgrowing any room for displays. The albums and collections
need a safe and temperature controlled area. Each year, it is more imperative to have a new
building.
This year saw the six years' work of Early Families of Bradford go to publication. The work of
Kathy Beals and Sherry Gould is astounding. The genealogy goes through the Civil War
years,and they continue collecting Bradford material. The book is a much awaited companion
to the town history, Two Hundred Plus, Bradford in Retrospect
The Historical Society offers free programs, which include the KRHS Music Department. This
year a calendar of old Bradford scenes was published.
Please remember your Historical Society when discarding old newspapers, pictures, etc.
History is like a jigsaw puzzle with missing pieces found in strange places.
The collections are available for research and interest. The Old Post Office is open most every
Saturday, March to October, from 1:30 to 3:00 and by appointment. Meetings are planned for




Main Street former Post Office now Historical Society building
Courtesy of Historical Society
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Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurse Association
As a health service organization, a primary responsibility of Lake Sunapee Region Visiting
Nurse Association and affiliates is responding to changing community needs for home health
and hospice care. We must continually "re-invent" ourselves in response to changes in
regulations, provider reimbursement and best clinical practice standards so we can bring you
value for your dollar as a member town of Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association.
This year has been a memorable one for Lake Sunapee Region VNA in so many ways that we
are referring to it as a "renaissance", a rebirth. Over the past several years we adapted to
changes in Medicare reimbursement, inadequate Medicaid reimbursement, changes in clinical
practice, shortages of nursing personnel, three-fold increases in insurance costs and increased
technology demands. With 80% of our costs related to salaries and benefits it became essential
to look for ways to reduce overhead. One way to control costs was to invest in our own building.
This spring, guided by the Board of Trustees and with a great deal of support from the greater
community, we were able to purchase a building. Our new office, The Halsey Building, will meet
our needs for many years and will help ensure the availability of exceptional home health and
hospice services in our community. Necessary building renovations were supported by
generous gifts from individuals who believe in the mission of Lake Sunapee Region VNA.
Recently, Friends of the VNA opened The Renaissance Shoppe in the lower level of our
building at 107 Newport Road in New London. These volunteers created the shop to raise
funds and to raise awareness of Lake Sunapee Region VNA. Quality furniture, estate pieces,
glassware, china, jewelry and more generously donated by people in our area who may be
moving or downsizing will be sold with all proceeds to benefit the VNA. Donors will, of course,
receive documentation for tax purposes.
Support from the town of Bradford makes a difference in the lives of your friends and neighbors
for whom Lake Sunapee Region VNA provides care. The number of individuals and families
who are uninsured or underinsured is rising. Currently, Medicaid reimburses at about 55-60% of
what it costs to provide care. There has been no adjustment in Medicaid rates since 1999.
Looking to the future, we expect Medicare reimbursement to decrease as the Federal
Government tries to ensure solvency of the Medicare
program and a continued problem with Medicaid
funding due to State budget challenges.
Your town appropriation dollars help us to provide
medically necessary care to residents of Bradford.
Town support also helps cover costs of things like
medications and equipment for hospice patients; care
for newborns and children, bereavement support for
families of hospice patients for the year following the
death of a loved one and bereavement support groups
for adults and for children in our local schools. We are
grateful for this support because it helps bridge the gap between reimbursement and our costs.
Town support and our other fund-raising efforts allow us to continue our mission to keep people
healthy and independent at home for as long as that is feasible.
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Lake Sunapee Region VNA also offers many services either at no charge or with some subsidy




Blood pressure and other screenings
Home Telemonitoring to prevent unplanned hospitalizations and help patients learn
self care
Administration of the Lifeline program
Storage space and distribution for the Kearsarge Area Food Pantry
Speaker's Bureau for local organizations and churches
Health Fairs
Kearsarge Community Christmas project
Educational programs on chronic illness and advance care planning
File of Life and emergency information for each patient admitted to service
Caregiver Support Groups
This year more than 214 residents of Bradford used one or more of the services offered by Lake
Sunapee Region VNA. Services included 292 home care visits and 18 hospice visits for adults
and children, 1213 hours in long-term care services, and over 120 immunizations. In addition, 5
residents used our Lifeline program, 4 residents used our home telemonitoring program and 25
residents attended our support programs including parent child program, caregiver support and
bereavement support.
The Board of Trustees, the staff and our volunteers join me in expressing our appreciation for
your support and your confidence in the work of Lake Sunapee Region VNA. We welcome the





Over the past twenty eight years, the Kearsarge Valley Community Action Program has been
the focal point of social service delivery in this area, providing help when needed to the income
eligible and elderly, as well as to the community at large.
As perhaps you are aware, Community Action Program Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc.
generates funds through the mobilization of available Federal, State, and local monies. Support
for the local area center is derived from a combination of federal appropriations and local tax
dollars. This combination allows the Kearsarge Valley Community Action Program to provide a
variety of services to the residents of your community, from the development of programs which
meet local needs, to outreach, referral and direct assistance.
The attached budget reflects the minimum costs of maintaining and continuing the operations of
the Kearsarge Valley Area Center. I respectfully submit that an item be placed in the Town
Budget in the amount of $9,000.00 for the continuation of services to the residents of the Town
of Bradford.
The figure is based on the operating costs of the Area Center, as well as on last year's local
community participation level and the services provided to Bradford in the amount of
$117,079.14. The total dollar amount needed from the local town to maintain and operate the
Area Center is $51,399.
I have attached a detailed summary which provides a brief description of our programs and the
number of Bradford residents who participated in them.
The Staff of the Kearsarge Valley Area Center wish to thank you and the Town of Bradford for
your support in the past. With your continued interest, we will be able to continue to provide




Kearsarge Valley Area Center
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES 2004
PROVIDED TO
BRADFORD RESIDENTS
BY THE KEARSARGE VALLEY AREA CENTER
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC
SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD
PROGRAM is a nutrition program that offers
participants free nutritious foods to supplement
their daily diet. The program serves children under
six years of age, women during pregnancy and up
to 1 2 months after the birth of t PACKAGES--68 PERSONS-6 1,496.00
CONGREGATE MEALS- All elders are
welcome to our congregate meal sites/
Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activities and special events.
Value $6.98 per meal. MEALS--1189 PERSONS--53
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up to
five days of food for people facing temporary
food crisis. Value $3.00 per meal. MEALS-550 PERSONS--55
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to income
eligible households to help with energy costs
during the prime heating season. Priority is given
to the elderly and disabled. The average benefit
for the 2001-02program was $607.00. APPLICATIONS-60 PERSONS--130 $ 27,141.43
ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE program is a statewide
program funded by all electric rate payers which
provides a specific tier of discount from 15% to
90% on electric bills for income eligible households STATISTICS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
TRANSPORTATION provides regularly
scheduled demand response to and from towns
in Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical
and professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal sites. Value $5.42 per ridership. RIDES -143 PERSONS -10
MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides the delivery of
nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound
elderly or adult residents five days per week.
Value $6.99 per meal. MEALS--2035 PERSONS--12 $ 13,410.65
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides
specific food to supplement daily diet of preg-
nant or nursing women as well as children under
five. Participants receive medical/nutritional
screening, counseling and education. Value
includes value of vouchers and VOUCHERS--260 PERSONS-23 $ 11,109.80
THE FIXIT PROGRAM mobilizes volunteers,
especially skilled occupations such as plumbers
and electricians, to assist elderly clients with small
household repairs. CLIENTS - 2 $235.37
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS VALUE
HEAD START is a child development program
serving children before they enter public school.
Classroom and in-home learning services are
provided for both children and their families.
Value $7138 per child.
NEIGHBOR HELPING NEIGHBOR provides
emergency energy assistance up to $300 for
those not eligible for fuel assistance.
USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS foods are now
distributed directly to local food pantries and
kitchens on a quarterly basis These pantries





Core is an energy efficiency program sponsored
by the electric utilites of NH. This program is
supported by the systems benefit charge to each
electric utiltiy customer as mandated by the PUC to
perform weatheization proceures and baseload
measures (refri
Weatherization improves the energy efficiency of
Income eligible households. Supplemental
program also includes furnace replacement,
waterheater replacement and roof repair. Value
includes average material and labor.
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL-CAP provides
utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counsel-
ing as well as referrals for housing, transportation
and other life concerns. These support/advocacy










Horse drawn saw rig. Byron Cressy, Frank Melvin, and George Cilley
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2005 KEARSARGE VALLEY AREA CENTER
PROJECTED OPERATING BUDGET
PERSONNEL
Area Center Director $26,364
Outreach Worker (52 wks. At 25 hrs per wk.) 1 3,520
Payroll Taxes/Fringe Benefits 16,957
Sub-Total $56,841
OTHER COSTS
Program Travel (5,900 miles x .32) $ 1 >888













Total Budget $ 66,034
Federal Share $ 14,635 (22%)
All Town Share 51,399 (78%)
$ 66,034
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CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
28 Commercial Street Concord, New Hampshire 03301
phone: (603) 226-6020 fax: (603) 226-6023 internet: www.cnhrpc.org
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is an association of 20
communities in Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties established under RSA 36. CNHRPC
provides a variety of planning services to its members, including consultations on planning
issues; planning research; sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; access to
Census information and other data sources; grant information; review and comment on planning
documents; development review; and educational programs. Membership also entitles a
community to affordable planning services such as master planning assistance, geographic
information systems (GIS) mapping, and other land use and transportation planning-related
assistance.
In 2004, CNHRPC staff assisted the Town of Bradford with the following:
Provided information about planning resources available on the internet, including the
CNHRPC web site.
Consulted with the Planning Board and provided information about planning topics
including:
o Subdivision review procedures - preliminary and final subdivision approval
o Conducted a "Planning 101" work session for the Planning and Zoning Boards
o New road standards
o Cluster subdivisions
o Conditional approvals
o Information on implementing provisions of new planning legislation
o Reviewed proposed Historic District Ordinance
Conducted a road Inventory of the public roads in Bradford by recording the center line
of the roadways using a GPS system.
Bradford Master Plan : Provide professional planning assistance to the Planning Board
to solicit public input, and draft chapters of the Town Master Plan.
Circuit Rider Planner Services: Provide professional planning assistance to the Town
through regular weekly office hours to answer questions from the public, potential
applicants and residents, review subdivision and site plan applications, prepare draft
amendments for subdivision regulations and amendments to the zoning ordinance, and
attend regular and work session Planning Board meetings.
In addition to the local services described above, in 2004 the CNHRPC provided the following
services to Bradford as part of regional activities:
Held training sessions related to Planning Board process and development review
procedures.
Coordinated meetings of the CNHRPC Regional Resource Conservation Committee
(R2C2). The R2C2 seeks to bring representatives of each of the region's communities
together to work on conservation issues that affect the overall region.
Hosted educational regional workshops on basic planning procedures.
Conducted traffic counts throughout the region.
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Organized and hosted meetings of the CNHRPC Transportation Advisory Committee
(TAC).
Continued the update and expansion of the regional transportation model. The
transportation model will be an integral component of the 1-93 Bow to Concord
Transportation Planning Study.
Provided assistance to municipalities, groups and interested individuals regarding the
Transportation Enhancements (TE) and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
programs.
Provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory
Committee and the Contoocook North Branch Local Advisory Committee.
Provided assistance to CNHRPC member towns regarding National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) participation and compliance.
Maintained and updated the www.nharpc.org website of statewide local census data and
statistics.
Assisted local housing and childcare advocacy groups through funding provided by the
Community Development Finance Authority (CDFA).
For additional information, please contact the CNHRPC staff or your representatives to the
Commission, Bill Glennie and Marlene Freyler, or visit us on the internet at www.cnhrpc.org.
Just wait a minute the weather will change
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UNH Cooperative Extension
One in four New Hampshire residents took advantage of at least one University of New
Hampshire Cooperative Extension program last year.
Our programs offer informal education in forest stewardship, parenting, family finances, food
safety, agriculture, home gardening, 4-H (including clubs, camps and after school programs) for
children and teens, nutrition education for low income families, strategic planning and leadership
development skills for community groups.
County extension educators work extensively with towns and school districts - organizing and
advising after-school programs, helping school and town groundskeepers maintain athletic fields
and landscaped areas, providing guidance to town planners and boards on current use and
other land use issues. Because studies show that open space helps keep property taxes low,
extension staff provides education to forest landowners and commercial farmers that helps keep
their enterprises profitable, while preserving open space and protecting natural resources.
Merrimack County Extension provides fact sheet notebooks to all town libraries and produces
monthly "Coffee Chat" radio segments which offer information to residents throughout the
station's listening area.
UNH Cooperative Extension's Strengthening Communities Initiatives offers community leaders,
grassroots organizers and community development specialists an opportunity for professional
growth.
UNH Cooperative Extension operates a statewide toll-free Info Line at our Family, Home &
Garden Education Center, staffed Monday through Friday, 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM (1-877-398-
4769). Last year, the Info Line handled more than 1 ,000 requests from Merrimack County
residents. Extension also distributes a wide range of information from our Web site:
www.extension.unh.edu.
Finally, UNH Cooperative Extension trains and supports a large corps of volunteers: 4-H
leaders, master gardeners, wildlife coverts, community tree stewards, water quality monitors,
parent mentors and others who extend the reach of Extension programs into many domains of
New Hampshire life. If volunteer opportunities interest you, please call Merrimack County
Extension office at 225-5505 or 796-2151, or stop by the office at 315 Daniel Webster Highway


















MARRIAGES REPORTED IN THE TOWN OF BRADFORD








































DEATHS REPORTED IN THE TOWN OF BRADFORD






















Looking up Cochran Hill, present home of Vannata's
Bradford Transfer and Recycling Station
Telephone number 938-2526
PURCHASE COUPONS AT THE TOWN HALL DURING REGULAR WORKING HOURS
Construction and Demolition Materials disposal costs
Only materials from Bradford Properties Accepted
Pick up truck loads of demolition are charged as follows:
Shingles
$25 per half or small pickup loads
$40 per full size pickup loads
$50 per one-ton truck loads
Treated Wood
$15 per half or small pickup loads
$30 per full size pickup loads
$40 per one-ton truck loads
Cost of smaller loads to be determined by attendant
Loads over one-ton truck cannot be accepted
Other Disposal Charges
Propane tanks $3.00 Mattresses $10.00
Stuffed couches $10.00 Chairs $5.00
Carpet charges determined by size
Air conditioners, Refrigerators & Freezers $15.00
Business Hours
Selectmen's Office Telephone 938-5900
Fax number 938-5694
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., & Fri (except holidays) 8:00am-noon
Mon., Tues., Wed., & Thurs (except holidays) 1 :00pm-5:00pm
Fridays 8:00am-noon
The selectmen meet the first and third Tuesdays at 5:00pm in the Town Hall
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Telephone 938-2288 Fax number 938-2094
Hours Monday (except holidays) Noon - 7:00pm
Tuesday (except holidays) 7:00am-1 1:30am and 12:30pm-5:00pm





Tuesdays of each month in the Town hall 7:00 pm
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Meets 1 st Tuesday of each month in the Town hall at 7:00 pm
Parks and Recreation
Meets 3
rd Wednesday of each month at 6:30 in the Community Center 938-6228
Revolving Loan Committee
Meets Quarterly at the Candlelite Inn - watch the Bradford Bridge for dates
Conservation Commission
Meets the 3
rd Tuesday of each month {except December)
in the Town Hall at 7:30 pm




Transfer Station Telephone 938-2526
Wednesday, Saturday & Sunday 10:00am-5:00pm
Building Inspector
Contact the Selectmen's Office
Highway Department Telephone 938-5916
Emergency Fire, Police & Rescue
Telephone 911
Police non-emergency number 938-2522
